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REnewable Waste Man-agement Limited. ReNEWable Waste-Man? Limited? 
Circularity, repetition, recycling, iterability, the inevitable return, the impos-
sible originality – banalities that we nowadays enthusiastically repeat, always 
specks, crumbs and monuments. The reading of the Bible through the suspi-
cious eyes of the Woman, and thus a (re)creative shaping of a new vision. The 
recycling of desire, the ceaseless disposal of the waste products of the past, the 
vide Helena Modrzejewska’s double 
system where “nothing falls outside the circulation, and the concept of waste 
the system rejected and which exists beyond control, threatening us with a 
possibility of an unexpected return and with the impossibility of a symbolic 
harnessing. Or perhaps it is not about recycling or waste at all, but about 
Kulisz), which transpires in a diachronic process of (ex)change, where the 
and published at last, several years after its submission. The text, originally 
planned as an integral part of a Bergsonian issue of Er(r)go, appears presently 
in anticipations section, thus extending our hopes for the completion of this 
project.
